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Frock; Disposable, M, ProClean Polypro, Zipper Closure, DuPont












	Available ISO Ratings: ISO 7, ISO 8



• Type: Coat
• Material: Polypropylene
• Packaging: Bulk Pack
• Size: M
• Color: White
• Closure: Zipper
• Opening: Full Face
• ISO Class: ISO 7
• Unit of Measure: CASE of 30 EA
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 Choosing and Organizing Cleanroom Furniture to Meet Recommended Gowning Protocol
   Manufacturers invest hundreds—even thousands—of dollars per square foot of cleanroom space to meet ISO-proscribed particle counts. Shouldn't the same standards be required of the people who enter and potentially contaminate this ultra-clean environment?
 Proper cleanroom garments, including hoods, face masks, booties and gloves, help to contain particles that people emit. Yet improper gowning procedures can negate your investment in cleanliness and threaten yields of sensitive semiconductor devices. Once a garment is contaminated—violated by contact with a dirty surface—it spreads particles everywhere it goes.
 You can train personnel on proper garmenting procedures, but how do you guarantee compliance? A violated garment doesn't set off alarms, and few facilities can afford quality control monitors to supervise every person through every washing and dressing stage. Yet if strict controls are not observed, dirty gloves and coveralls almost certainly will come in contact with clean operations.
 An Organized Gowning Area that Supports Clean Protocol
 The simplest and most economical approach to this dilemma is a correctly designed gowning area, complete with well-designed cleanroom furniture, that keeps personnel on a clean track.
 This design starts with a room with pressure greater than that of the outside air, but lower than the cleanroom. This cascading pressure differential reduces the opportunity for contaminants to enter each controlled space. It includes a laminar flow of HEPA-filtered air, typically emitted through ceiling filter/fan units. This continuous wash of clean air immediately removes personnel-emitted contaminants, as well as particles present even in cleanroom-laundered garments (see Figure 1). Failure to maintain the desired particle standard in the change area will lead to contaminating clean garments.
  	Activity 	No. of particles
 (>= 0.3µm)	Person emits during garmenting process	3,000,000/min.
	Cleanest skin (hands)	10,000,000/ft2
	Employee street clothes	10,000,000 to 
 30,000,000/ft2
	Floor and bench surfaces	> 10,000,000/ft2
	Garments supplied by cleanroom laundry	1,000,000/ ft2
	Figure 1: Gowning Area Particle Generators
 Source: Encyclopedia of Clean Rooms, Bio-Cleanrooms and Aseptic Areas, 
 Dr. Philip Austin, P.E., 2000

 
 The Change Room illustration below depicts an effective floor plan that places the proper gowning stations in appropriate locations. Although many variations on this layout are possible, they should support these key garmenting guidelines:
 	Don't Touch! Most cleanliness violations occur when a garment is touched by dirty hands, or when it touches a dirty floor. Hands and gloves should therefore be washed and dried frequently. Select washers and dryers with no-touch IR sensors to minimize the chance of violating gloves. Maintain ultraclean, unviolated surfaces where garments can be donned without contamination. Properly placed gowning benches or use of a special gowning platform helps maintain “not step” areas where a coverall may touch the ground during gowning.
	Dress from the Head Down! That way, released particles won't fall on clean garments or booties.
	Understand Garment Design! In most instances, gloves and booties are worn over coverall sleeves and cuffs, and hoods are tucked inside collars. Make sure that personnel are trained on how to seal these gaps between clothing, and include a mirror to allow final self-inspection. Hang a photo of a correctly garbed person next to the mirror as a "how-to" guide. 
	Minimize Motion! As Figure 2 indicates, people wearing cleanroom garments emit thousands of particles per minute even when sitting still! People in street clothes, walking from one change room location to another, release millions of particles. Change room plans should therefore minimize motion, especially during the final stages of dressing, by efficiently organizing the flow of personnel from one station to another. 
	Minimize Maintenance! Do you have dedicated, trained personnel to peel off adhesive shoe mats, wipe down gowning benches, keep "clean zones" regularly scrubbed, empty waste receptacles, restock garb dispensers, and perform other upkeep with the absolute regularity that your protocol requires? If not, look for ways to minimize reliance on humans—through automation, careful product positioning, choice of materials, and so forth. Initial cost may be higher, but reduced maintenance and greater compliance provide a rich return on your investment!
	Train and Reinforce! A good change room design supports proper protocol, but it doesn't teach it. Make sure that personnel complete a formal training program, and stress protocol by hanging reminder posters at every gowning station that reinforce proper procedures.

  	Personnel
 Activity	Snap
 Smock	Standard
 Coverall	2-Piece
 Coverall	Tyvek®
 Coverall	Membrane
 Coverall	No Movement	100,000	10,000	4,000	1,000	10
	Light Movement	500,000	50,000	20,000	5,000	50
	Heavy Movement	1,000,000	100,000	40,000	10,000	100
	Change Position	2,500,000	250,000	100,000	25,000	250
	Slow Walk	5,000,000	500,000	200,000	50,000	500
	Fast Walk	10,000,000	1,000,000	400,000	100,000	1,000
	Figure 2: Austin Contamination Index
 Particles >= 0.3µm emitted per minute in garment indicated 
 Source: Encyclopedia of Clean Rooms, Bio-Cleanrooms and Aseptic Areas, Dr. Philip Austin, PE, 2000 
 Note: Light/heavy movement refer to partial body movements (motioning with arm, tapping toes, etc.).
 Change of position refers to whole body motion (standing up, sitting down, etc.).

 
 Recommended Gowning Room Design
  [image: Ideal Gowning Room Layout Diagram] Recommended Cleanroom Furniture
 	Secure lockers for clothing and personal property
	Shoe cleaner, with rotating brushes to remove gross contaminants
	Walk-off adhesive Sticky mat
	Air Shower, with HEPA filtered air jets to remove loose contaminants
	Hand washing station, no-touch operation
	Hand dryer (if not incorporated into washer), HEPA/ULPA-filtered air, no touch
	Glove dispenser for glove liner or underglove
	Glove washing/drying station (if gloves not clean)
	Glove washing/drying station (if gloves not clean)
	Headwear dispenser
	Face mask dispenser
	Waste receptacle—should be installed wherever packaging is removed
	Garment Storage Facility—depends on garment type

	Open garment rack for reusable garments
	Enclosed garment cabinet for reusable garments (includes HEPA blower)
	Garment storage shelves for packaged disposable garments, Overstock Cabinet
	Cleanroom table for organization

 	Waste receptacle
	Ergonomic lean rails support personnel while donning coveralls
	Gowning platform provides a noncontaminated surface to prevent violation of garment
	Wiper dispenser—used to clean bench prior to putting on booties
	Bootie rack and shoe cover dispenser (may also be incorporated into benches)
	Waste Receptacle
	Gowning benches, used when putting on booties. Booties stay on "clean" side
	Cleanroom mirror for final self-inspection (side-by-side w/poster showing correctly garbed model)
	Safety glass dispenser and overglove dispensers
	Air shower—may be required in cleanroom entrance
	Garment hamper for reusable garments to be laundered
	Waste receptacle for disposable garments
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Product Details




	Available ISO Ratings: ISO 7, ISO 8

	Fabricated of microporous polypropylene film laminated to a polypropylene non-woven substrate
	Serged seam design offers low particle counts
	Increases wearers comfort and flexibility, reduces rip-outs
	Bulk processing style
	Excellent barrier protection against cleanroom hazards
	30 per case

 


Show more






• Type: Coat
• Material: Polypropylene
• Packaging: Bulk Pack
• Size: M
• Color: White
• Closure: Zipper
• Opening: Full Face
• ISO Class: ISO 7
• Unit of Measure: CASE of 30 EA


• Electrical Specifications: None 
• Weight, Shipping: 10 lb
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[image: Plexiglass microscope breath shield, 11" x 11", protects microscope samples against contaminants more effectively than face masks  |  1600-25 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Sneeze Guard™ Microscope Breath Shields


From 

As low as

$21 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days
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Group of 12 products


IsoClean® Garments: Cleanroom Coveralls


From 

As low as

$166 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Pocketless sitewear shirts are typically worn underneath cleanroom garments as an alternative to normal clothing  |  4954-90A displayed]




Group of 12 products


Cleanroom Sitewear Garments by Uniform Technology


From 

As low as

$16 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Terra Universal's Sierra® Face Masks combine great breathability with exceptional filtration efficiency  |  1860-97 displayed]




Group of 1 product


Face Masks


From 

As low as

$127 
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[image: 304 stainless steel cubbies with slotted footplates, double-sided with 28 compartments, 14 per side  |  4955-05 displayed]




Group of 11 products


BioSafe® Stainless Steel Garment Dispenser Stations


From 

As low as

$2,376 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days
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Group of 12 products


BioSafe® Polypropylene Garment Dispenser Stations


From 

As low as

$1,439 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days
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Group of 4 products


BioSafe® Garment Hampers


From 

As low as

$1,473 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days
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Group of 3 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Mirrors with Integrated LED


From 

As low as

$1,192 



 



Some ship in 20 - 25 days
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Group of 5 products


Antibacterial Cleanroom Tacky Mats


From 

As low as

$33 



 



Some ship in 2 - 4 days
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Group of 3 products


Cleanroom Lean Rails


From 

As low as

$1,560 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: The garment racks come with 11 hangers spaced at 3" intervals with the unique hanger capture mechanism that provides theft deterrence  |  2650-20 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Wall-Mount Garment Racks by InterMetro


From 

As low as

$898 



 



Some ship in 4 - 6 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless steel Upright Garment Racks provide clean, space-efficient storage of cleanroom frocks, coveralls and other apparel  |  2650-16 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Free Standing Single Rack Garment Racks by InterMetro


From 

As low as

$1,540 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days
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Group of 45 products


Garment Cabinets; Hanger Rod without Divider


From 

As low as

$1,446 



 



Some ship in 4 - 6 days
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Group of 10 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Waste Receptacles


From 

As low as

$443 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days
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Group of 45 products


Garment Cabinets; Adjustable Shelves without Divider


From 

As low as

$1,398 



 



Some ship in 4 - 6 days









	 

 


[image: PureDry™ Recirculating Hand Dryers feature ULPA filtration and an integral air return that captures moisture]




Group of 5 products


PureDry™ Cleanroom Hand and Glove Dryers


From 

As low as

$1,835 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days
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Group of 7 products


BioSafe® Hands-Free Sink and Hand Dryer Stations


From 

As low as

$3,948 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: These Nitrile gloves are disposable, powder-free with textured fingers for improved dexterity  |  1674-13 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Protective Industrial Products, Inc. Qualatrile® XC Nitrile Gloves


From 

As low as

$403 



 



Some ship in 15 - 15 days
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Group of 5 products


BioSafe® Glove Dispensers for Packaged Gloves


From 

As low as

$815 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: BioSafe Wall-Mount Garment Dispensers in 304 stainless steel and polypropylene models feature a sloped top and a keyhole mounting slot cover  |  4952-30 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Wall-Mount Apparel Dispensers


From 

As low as

$405 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days
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Group of 2 products


Automatic Shoe Cover Dispenser


From 

As low as

$242 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days
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Group of 4 products


Motorized Shoe Cleaners


From 

As low as

$3,465 



 



Some ship in 10 - 16 days









	 

 


[image: The Cleanline sticky mats are pivotal for entering any clean area which is a fast and reliable way to clean shoe soles.]




Group of 5 products


Cleanroom Sticky Mats & Mat Frames by Cleanline®


From 

As low as

$48 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days
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Products Compliant With Your ISO Rating 

Provide Terra with your desired ISO rating. We will tailor the product to meet your rating and supply a certificate of compliance appended to your invoice, to be included in your compliance package. All certificates are archived in Terra's system for quick retrieval.
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Dedication to Business Ethics 

Terra is committed to conducting business according to the highest standard of professional ethics and conduct. To review Terra’s ethics code, please visit: https://www.terrauniversal.com/ethics-policy/
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Long-Term Customers 

Terra is committed to building long-term relationships with satisfied clients; 94% of orders each year come from repeat customers
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Comprehensive Product Portfolio 

Terra’s comprehensive product portfolio includes solutions for every application and budget. Our technical sales staff will guide you toward the product most suitable for your requirements.
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Group of 12 products
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On a tight schedule? Choose FasTrak 24/7 Priority Service to help meet your critical schedule for Terra-manufactured products, either before or after your order is placed.*

	FasTrak 24/7 provides a 24/7 commitment to meet the shipping date YOU specify, regardless of quoted lead times.
	FasTrak 24/7 assigns a dedicated production team plus a dedicated senior expeditor working three shifts to meet your delivery specification.
	FasTrak 24/7 guarantees* to meet the agreed-to specified ship date.


Call for pricing. FasTrak service fees cover costs of additional services only, without additional profit.

 * Terra's FasTrak services limited guarantee: to ship on the ESD or date specified OR to refund up to 100% of FasTrak charges. This guarantee covers no direct, special, consequential or other damages and is strictly limited to up to 100% of the amount paid for FasTrak service. When a specified ship date is missed due to factors outside Terra's control (vendor performance, deliveries by shipping companies, etc.) and random factors such as accidents, the credit of up to 100% of the FasTrak 24/7 may not apply. FasTrak service requested after order placement will be quoted and accepted based on available time remaining before required ship date.
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TerraUniversal.com

Critical Environment Solutions®





















Pricing and specs are subject to change without notice. Call +1 (714) 578-6100 or read our terms and conditions for more information.







Terra Universal +1 (714) 578-6100

[email protected]

Hours Mon - Fri, 07:00 AM - 06:00 PM (Pacific Time)

800 S. Raymond Ave., Fullerton, CA 92831

More contact options
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